If you don’t know the answers to these pressing questions, you need to attend this year’s course.

- What are the likely near-term and long-term effects of health care reform on employer-sponsored health plans? What stipulations should you consider taking now to prepare?
- What are the next waves of IRS and DOL issues affecting 403(b) programs, including the implications of recent DOL guidance on non-ERISA status and from 50-minute MCLE jurisdictions. In NY, this includes 1 ethics credit, in 50-minute MCLE jurisdictions. In NY, this includes 1 ethics credit.
- 403(b) Workshop, Including Form 5500 Issues
- Investment Advice Arrangements
- Governmental Plan IRS Determination Letters – Pension Protection Act amendments, filing (s), and responding to IRS reviews
- How should 403(b) and other plan sponsors cope with new investment advice arrangements, including the implications of recent DOL guidance on non-ERISA status and form 5500 reporting and audits?
- What are the next waves of IRS and DOL issues affecting 403(b) programs, including the implications of recent DOL guidance on non-ERISA status and form 5500 reporting and audits?
- How do the new 404A correction guidance applies to 437(i) and other nonqualified plans?
- What should be the likely for nonqualified plans in view of expected IRS guidance on “substantial risk of forfeiture”?
- What are government regulations saying about the latest advice on HIPAA, mental health parity, EOBRA, and other laws?
- How will cash balance and hybrid plans cope with expected IRS regulations on interest rates and other critical issues?
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If you don’t know the answers to these pressing questions, you need to attend this year’s course.
• What are the likely near-term and long-term effects of health care reform on employer-sponsored health plans?
• What strategies should you consider taking now to prepare?
• What are the next ways of IRS and DOL issues affecting 401(k) programs, including the implications of most DOL guidance on new ERISA rules and from 2005 and affecting plans?
• What new rules does the IRS base in states for church and governmental plans?
• Governmental plan IRS determination letters – Pension Protection Act amendments, filing, the, and responding to IRS reviews
• How should 401(k) and other plans sponsors cope with new investment advice and disclose rules?
• How does the new 409A correction guidance apply to 457(f) and other nonqualified plans?
• What changes are likely for nonqualified plans in view of expected IRS and DOL issues affecting 403(b) programs, including the implications of new DOL guidance on new ERISA rules and from 2005 and affecting plans?
• What new rules does the IRS base in states for church and governmental plans?
• How will cash balance and other hybrid plans cope with expected IRS •
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If you don’t know the answers to these pressing questions, you need to attend this year’s course.

• What are the likely near-term and long-term effects of health care reform on employer-sponsored health plans? What stipulations should you consider taking now to prepare?

• What are the next waves of IRS and DOL issues affecting 403(b) programs, including the implications of recent DOL guidance on non-ERISA status and form 5500 reporting and audits?

• How should 403(b) and other plan sponsors cope with new investment advice and fee disclosure rules?

• What new guidance does the IRS have in store for church and governmental plans?

• What steps should you take to address new IRS and DOL issues affecting 403(b) programs, including the implications of recent DOL guidance on non-ERISA status and form 5500 reporting and audits?
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If you don’t know the answers to these pressing questions, you need to attend this year’s course.

What are the likely near-term and long-term effects of health care reform on employer-sponsored health plans? What strategies should you consider taking now to prepare?

What are the next waves of IRS and DOL issues affecting 401(k) programs, including the implications of most DOL guidance on new ERISA rules and from 2003 reporting and auditing?

What guidance does the IRS have in stores for church and governmental plans?

Governmental plan IRS determination letters – Pension Protection Act amendments, filing, fees, and responding to IRS reviewers?

How should 403(b) and other plan sponsors cope with less investment advice and the disinvestment trend?

How do the new 409A correction guidelines apply to 430(i) and other nonqualified plans?

What should you do if nonqualified plans in states of expected IRS guidance on “substantial risk of forfeiture”?

What are government officials saying about the latest developments on HIPAA, mental health parity, ERISA, and other laws?

How will college and other hybrid plans cope with expected IRS regulations on interest rates and other critical issues?

This year’s course dovetailed in 1997 with a focus on the emerging issues in employer-sponsored health plans and other tax-favored retirement plans. For over a decade, it has been acclaimed as the most in-depth program available and remains the premier annual program for professionals involved in the administration of retirement, deferred compensation, and welfare plans.

The Obama Years: Current Developments in Employment Law. The 2010 focus is on labor and employment issues under the Obama administration, including changes and anticipated changes affecting employee benefits.
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Employee Benefits

Utilizing comprehensive, cutting-edge information, attendees will receive valuable updates and insights on the myriad plans and special issues facing these types of employers.

This course, comprising more than 14 hours of instruction, examines recent developments affecting our favored retirement plans (IRC 401(a), 403(b), and eligible IRAs), nonqualified plans (IRC 409A, 410(k), and 411(k)), and welfare plans.